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with the World
Weaving Ties

Pakistan's cotton is regarded as the best among varieties of 
cottons of similar staples grown elsewhere in the world. 
Pakistan's cotton industry enjoys several advantages over those 
of many other counties as far as the production of quality fabrics 
and yam is concerned and is a world leader in the export of 
cotton yarn.
 
Pakistani Weaving industry has been producing sophisticated 
quality fabrics in line with the latest overseas demand. Made of 
superior Cotton, the textile fabrics of Pakistan are distinguished 
for their quality and texture.
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Message from
the Desk of
Managing Director,
PMEX

deployment of liquidity and will also create 
arbitrage opportunities for these institutions. In 
addition, we have forged strategic alliances with 
telecoms to promote Milli Tola Gold, which will 
allow investors to buy and sell gold using their 
mobile phones in the multiple of PKR 50. In 
parallel, to keep pace with rapidly changing 
technology and provide wider trading options to 
our brokers and their clients, we have 
successfully integrated MetaTrader 5 with our 
existing trading platform.

Another significant development this year was 
relocation of our office to Bahria Complex IV in 

I would like to welcome all our readers to the first 
issue of PULSE for the year 2015.

The beginning of this year is marked with a fresh 
and new look to our newsletter so our readers 
may have a pleasureable reading experience. I 
hope you will enjoy reading this and all upcoming 
issues of PULSE in 2015.

The past year was full of excitement and new 
developments for PMEX. I am pleased to inform 
you that there has been a marked improvement in 
all areas especially customer services as we feel 
that it is the key in the success of all service 
providing organizations. Moreover, the entire 
team is fully energized and motivated to take the 
Company to a new level in the coming year. 

Product diversification was the center of our 
focus in 2014 with the goal to provide an enriched 
product portfolio to our clients. In this regard, 
among other products, we have developed a 
Murabaha contract for Islamic Financial 
Institutions which will facilitate them to deploy 
their liquidity efficiently. This is a significant 
development as we feel that the efficiency of the 
contract will bring Islamic financial institutions at
par with the commercial banks with regards to 

Karachi. This new state-of-the-art building has 
significantly helped in improving our visibility and 
efficiency to provide seemless 24 by 7 services 
and its location has further facilitated effective 
interaction with clients and business partners.

In 2015, we plan to focus on augmenting our 
product mix by adding new products such as Mill 
Specific Sugar, Red Chilli and Palm Oil to our 
product porfolio. Moreover, our focus will also be 
on extending our outreach by inducting members 
from smaller cities across the country.

Thank you, and let’s have another great year.

Happy reading!

Ejaz Ali Shah
Managing Director
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PMEX
Re-launches
International
Cotton Contract

Changes in
PMEX
Board of Directors

PMEX has re-launched International Cotton 
(ICotton) contract, which is duly approved by 
Securities & Exchange Commission of Pakistan 
(SECP). The contract aims to offer opportunities to 
the entire value chain of the textile sector to hedge 
the risk of price variation of its basic raw material, 
cotton.
 
PMEX has re-launched the contract based on the 
response of the market participants and growing 
interest of investors in ICotton futures contract. 
PMEX in this respect has inducted a new market 
maker who will ensure ample liquidity in the market 
to facilitate entry and exit of investors.
 
Cotton is a global agricultural commodity and 
investors have been trading in cotton derivatives 
since almost the inception of modern futures 
trading. Pakistan is among the top five cotton 
producing countries of the world and nearly 
two-thirds of its export proceeds come from 
textiles and clothing.
 
Speaking at the re-launch of the contract, Mr. 
Ejaz Ali Shah, Managing Director, PMEX, said, 
“We are glad to announce activation of another 
product, ICotton. This contract offers the cotton 
industry an opportunity to hedge its price risk in a 
safe and transparent environment using a 
convenient state-of-the-art trading platform.”

Monday to Friday

5:00 am to 11:30 pm

5,000 Pounds

US Cents per pound, up 
to two decimal places

0.01 cents 

US$ 0.5 

Trading Days

Trading Hours

Unit of Trading

Price Quotation 

Tick Size 

Tick Value 

Contract Specifications

Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan 
(SECP) appointed Dr. Salman Shah and Syed Talat 
Mahmood as Directors on the Board of Directors of 
PMEX. Subsequently, the Board of Directors 
elected Dr. Salman Shah as the new Chairman of 
the Board.

With a diversified experience of more than two 
decades, Dr. Shah served as Pakistan’s Finance 
Minister from 2004-2008 and currently consults for 
and provides strategic counsel to corporations, 
financial institutions and several Central Asian 
countries on financial management and establishment 
of controls. He holds a Ph.D. in Finance from 
Indiana University and has also taught at University 
of Toronto, Indiana University and the University of 
Michigan.

Syed Talat Mahmood is a professional banker with 
more than 37 years of domestic and international 
banking experience. He has served as President of 
Punjab Provincial Cooperative Bank (PPCBL) and is  
currently serving as President of Zarai Taraqiati 
Bank Limited (ZTBL). He holds a graduate degree 
with distinction from Government College, Lahore. 

PMEX Management hosted a dinner to welcome the 
new Chairman and Director. Mr. Ejaz Ali Shah, 
Managing Director, PMEX, welcomed Dr. Salman 
Shah and Syed Talat Mahmood and thanked the 
outgoing Chairman, Mr. Shahzad Dada and 
Director, Mr. Ali Sultan for their contributions. He 
further said that the new Chairman and Director are 
a valuable addition to the Board and that their rich 
experience will further strengthen PMEX.
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Chairman
SECP
visits PMEX

PMEX Integrates
MetaTrader 5
Trading Platform

PMEX, announced successful integration of 
MetaTrader 5 (MT5) with its existing trading 
platform. MetaTrader 5 is the latest version of 
the acclaimed and popular MetaTrader trading 
software. 

PMEX, the biggest exchange of the country in terms 
of members and the second biggest in terms of 
value traded after Karachi Stock Exchange, is on a 
continuous quest to bring improvements by 
providing innovative products, superior quality 
services and leading edge technology driven 
trading platforms to its brokers and clients. In line 
with this spirit, integration of MetaTrade 5 is a step 
towards providing an advanced trading experience 
to brokers and their clients. 

Commenting on the landmark achievement,         
Mr. Ejaz Ali Shah, Managing Director, PMEX said, 
“It is yet another milestone achieved by the 
Exchange in its brief but eventful history. With the 
successful integration of MetaTrader 5 with 
PMEX’s existing trading platform, market 
participants now have a choice of 3-front end 
platforms; namely, NEXT- PMEX’s in house trade 
portal, Tradecast by Catalyst IT Solutions and now 
MetaTrader 5 by MetaQuotes Software.” 

Mr. Zafar-ul-Haq Hijazi, who was appointed as the 
Chairman, Securities and Exchange Commission 
of Pakistan (SECP) in December 2014 visited 
PMEX premises. 

He was accompanied by Mr. Akif Saeed, 
Commissioner (SMD, MDIED, IS&TD and T&KMD), 
Ms. Musarat Jabeen, Executive Director/HOD 
Policy, Regulation and Development Department 
-Securities Market Division (SMD) and Mr. Imran 
Punjwani, Executive Director/HOD Corporate 
Supervision Department - Company Law Division.

Mr. Ejaz Ali Shah, Managing Director, PMEX, along 
with the Management Committee welcomed the 
delegation and briefed the members about the 
operations, business strategy, impediments and 
the way forward. The briefing was followed by a 
tour of PMEX’s new premises.
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Red Chilli
Trade
at PMEX

KBA & PGJDC
delegation
visits PMEX

Red Chilli is primarily grown in Sindh and its share in 
the total production is around 85%. In Sindh the 
production is mainly concentrated in District Umer 
Kot with production and trading Hub at Kunri, which 
is also at times termed as “Chilli Capital of Asia.  The 
other cultivation hubs are Mirpur Khas, Sanghar, 
Badin, Tando Muhammad Khan, Khairpur, 
Shikarpur, and Ghotki. 

Currently farmers face a lot of issues in selling their 
produce and getting fair price. They are 
compelled to sell their production at the Kunri 
Mandi to big traders as they have no linkages or 
information about the other buyers spread all over 
the country.

Keeping in view the potential of Red Chilli trade 
and the issues being faced by the value chain, 
PMEX is working to introduce Red Chilli trading on 
its electronic platform. Trading Red Chilli at PMEX 
will facilitate farmers to get better price of their 
produce and allow processors & exporters to 
procure better quality product in an efficient, 
convenient & transparent manner.

PMEX is in touch with the relevant stakeholders 
including growers, traders, corporate buyers, 
banks, logistic, warehousing and quality certification 
companies to bring the red chilli trade on its 
platform.

Delegates from Karachi Bullion Association (KBA) 
and Pakistan Gems & Jewellery Development 
Company (PGJDC) visited PMEX premises. 
Welcoming the guests was followed by 
discussions regarding  achieving the vision to 
bring Pakistan’s widely undocumented gold trade 
i.e. import, export and daily trade to the  regulated 
platform of PMEX. 

Based on the meeting feedback and informal 
market survey,  PMEX developed the following 
recommendations to be incorporated by the 
Governmet in order to bring the gold market on 
PMEX:

• Tax the gold at import stage @ 0.05% of gold 
 value provided that the gold is imported by a 
 PMEX member for the purpose of selling at 
 PMEX

• Export of gold bars should be allowed as long 
 as the gold is originally imported through PMEX, 
 paying all applicable import duties and taxes

• Explicitly exempt the settlement of commodity 
 futures contracts on PMEX from provision of 
 section 153 of ITO, 2001

PMEX anticipates that once the above points are 
catered, the Government may reap the following 
benefits:

• Estimated tax revenue collection of PKR 192 
 million based on 90 tons of gold estimated 
 consumption today at the current value

• Documentation of a vital gold and jewellery 
 industry, which is currently grossly
 undocumented. Once the major players are 
 brought into the documented economy, tax 
 collection will further enhance with the 
 passage of time

• It will become more convenient for Asset 
 Management Companies and other such 
 financial institutions to launch gold 
 investment  products with a greater 
 assurance of market liquidity
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Mr. Nauman Lakhani, Head of Marketing, 
Business Development and Customer Support 
Service, represented PMEX at the event. On the 
sidelines of the conference, Mr. Lakhani initiated 
a dialogue with the Dubai Gold & Commodities 
Exchnage (DGCX) to sign a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) for knowledge sharing and 
cross training between the Exchanges.

PMEX at FIA
Asia Conference

As an active member of the Futures Industry 
Association (FIA) Asia, Pakistan Mercantile 
Exchange  participated in the second FIA Asia 
Derivatives Conference in Dubai this March. The 
event brought together global players from the 
derivatives industry to participate in interactive 
sessions and discussions on the future of 
derivative exchanges amidst the current macro- 
environmental trends and changing regulatory 
landscape.

Awareness
Programs

Following its vision to develop the commodity futures 
market in Pakistan, PMEX actively conducted 
awareness programs during the first quarter of 2015. 
These awaresness sessions included training 
workshops, seminars, presentations, roadshows 
and participation in events. 

Futures Trading 101

PMEX conducts bi-weekly free of cost training 
workshops at its premises under the banner of 
‘Futures Trading 101’. 18 workshops were 
conducted in the first quarter of 2015. These 
sessions were attended by employees of 
brokerage houses, high net worth individuals, 
employees of corporate sector, clients and 
professionals from various industries. 

Road Show at Faisalabad and Dharki

PMEX participated in roads shows held in 
Faisalabad and Dharki, where the Exchange 
partnered with the Karachi Stock Exchange and 
JS Global to brief the audience about the 
Exchange and the investment opportunities 
presented in the Commodity Futures Market. 

Educational Institutes

The Exchange conducted interactive seminars at 
renowned business schools in Karachi for 
students and faculty members. PMEX recognizes 
students of these schools as the next generation 
of Pakistan and encourages them towards 
investing through education on the Commodity 
Futures Market, the Exchange and its demo 
trading services. The business schools included 
Bahria University, Institute of Business & 
Technology (Biztek) and Institute of Business 
Managnent (IoBM).
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• Security and Safety:  Ensure a safe, secure
 and healthy workplace for employees

• Administration: Responsible for administration 
 tasks such as property, asset, travel and 
 vendor management

Inside PMEX: 
Human Resources
& Administration
Department

Every quarter, this section covers the role of one 
particular department of the Exchange. In this 
issue we take our readers through the Human 
Resources & Administration (HR & ADMIN) 
Department.

Department Overview

The Department is responsible for managing the 
human resource & office premises of the 
organization in an efficient and effective manner. 
The focus is to provide the employees an 
environment conducive to motivation and hard 
work. The Department ensures that human 
resources and administration policy guidelines 
are in place, correctly interpreted and fairly 
applied across the company.

Key Functions

• Recruitment: Induct the highest calibre 
 professional staff in the right and transparent  
 manner;

• Corporate Culture: Create a corporate culture 
 that fosters strong working relationships and 
 competitiveness amongst the employees of 
 the Exchange;

• Working Environment: Provide a working 
 environment conducive to professional 
 development of employees and make 
 available opportunities to build a long-term 
 career at  the Exchange;

• Compensation & Benefits: Assure an 
 adequate compensation package for 
 employees that ensures recognition of the 
 individual contribution and competence of an 
 employee;

• Training & Development: Identify and develop 
 training programs to develop and promote a 
 highly skilled, flexible and committed 
 workforce

Mr. Aamir Mahmood Abbasi is the Head of 
HR & ADMIN at PMEX. Prior to joining the 
Exchange, he has been associated with 
Lakson Group of Companies (Cybernet, 
LBS and Rapidcompute Division) and 
StormFiber Ltd. He has more than six years 
of international expertise in training, 
development, education and public sector 
in Pakistan and Ireland. He is actively 
involved in professional training and 
recruitment since 2009.

Mr. Abbasi is a seasoned HR & ADMIN 
professional who has over the years gained 
in-depth understanding in handling 
recruitment, employees relations, trainings 
and organization development 
interventions. Apart from a certified Trainer 
from Professional Business Development, 
Ireland, he also holds an MBA (University of 
Wales), Graduation Diploma (Management 
studies) and Advance Diploma (Business 
studies) from ICM-United Kingdom.
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February 4, 2015 advised all the existing individual 
members to convert into corporate entities before 
December 31, 2015 failing which their Membership 
will be cancelled.

March 5, 2015 - All matters related to NCEL 
Building Project (old Hyatt Regency Building) such 
as confirmation of balance, payments, receipts, 
transfer of advances against rooms and other 
matters will now be handled by NCEL Building 
Management Limited (NCELBML).

To learn more about the aforementioned circulars, 
log onto www.pmex.com.pk

Following circulars were released during Jan – Mar 
2015.

January 23, 2015 - As per the SECP Directive dated 
January 22, 2015, PMEX resumed the trading rights 
of KASB Securities Limited.

February 12, 2015 - PMEX activated its International 
Cotton Futures Contract ICOTTON-MA15. The 
contract specification, trading parameters and 
settlement procedures will be binding on all the 
brokers of the Exchange.

February 9, 2015 - Securities & Exchange 
Commission of Pakistan vide its directive dated

Circulars

January - March 2015

Based on Traded Contracts Based on Traded ValueRanking

Arsh Commodities  (Pvt.) Limited

Enrichers (Pvt.) Limited

JS Global Capital Limited

Arif Habib Commodities (Pvt.) Limited

Abbasi & Co (Pvt.) Limited

Mohammad Ashraf Hussain Adhi

IGI Finex Securities Limited

H.G Markets (Pvt.) Limited

Adam Securities (Pvt.) Limited

Rahat Securities Limited

Mohammad Ashraf Hussain Adhi

Arif Habib Commodities (Pvt.) Limited

Arsh Commodities  (Pvt.) Limited

JS Global Capital Limited

Enrichers (Pvt.) Limited

Abbasi & Co (Pvt.) Limited

H.G Markets (Pvt.) Limited

Riaz Ahmed

Value Stock Securities (Pvt.) Limited

Foundation Securities (Pvt.) Limited

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Total Contract Traded: 1,028,836 I Total Rupee Value Traded: 137.317 billion 

Top Ten Brokers
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PMEX
Highlights

PMEX Volume Comparison with Stock Exchanges
in PKR Billions

PMEX KSE LSE ISE
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Price Trend of
Commodities
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